
Business Services/ Crypto Accountant 
 

* Business Advisory work at industry leading accounting practice. 
* Fast growing practice with ability to grow with the firm and lead a new crypto project. 
* Manage your own crypto client base and offshore team to deliver great client outcome with an 
attractive salary package. 
 
About the Company 
 
Industry leaders in the accounting space, we are looking for a new accountant to join us and bring all its 
blockchain knowledge. Learn and share new skills to become industry leaders on blockchain taxation. The 
role is varied meaning no two days are the same. Alongside this we are a professional and fast-paced 
environment team of friendly and capable individuals who have created a warm and inviting office 
environment.  
 
About You    
Bramelle is seeking an accountant with experience in crypto and blockchain. We have demand to create 
this newly created role to provide advice to businesses operating in the blockchain environment. We 
require an accountant with solid accounting and tax skills who can apply this to the blockchain and crypto 
world. 
 
Culture 
 
The firm is located in North Sydney, with a new high end spec fit out. This firm is a high performance, 
client first firm which offers plenty of support and flexibility on how you wish to conduct your work. In 
addition, the firm offers a variety of training seminars to match your career goals, and managers and 
partners are accessible and available to provide leadership and professional insights. The team is close, 
and gets together regularly for lunches and events. 
 
About the Role 
 
This role is perfect for a business services senior or an experienced intermediate with great attention to 
detail, who can help us establish a strong referral partner network including cryptocurrency platforms, 
brokers, aggregators and technology/software providers, etc. 
 
Work alongside managers and partners as well as the CEOs and CFOs of the clients, while supervising 
your own team of offshore staff to assist you in your client deliverables. In addition, you will: 

*Recordkeeping processes, including the way transactions are initiated, processed, authorized, recorded, 
and reported within the blockchain. 

*Knowledge on obtaining sufficient appropriate crypto transaction audit to prepare tax returns and 
financial statements for complex client groups, as well as work on tax matters including GST, CGT, FBT 
and Div7a. 
 
* Oversee the entire client relationship and deliver tasks such as business advice, software 
implementation and integration, payroll, outsourced CFO services, implementation of processes and 
procedures management and any other business services required by the clients.  
* Partake in the entire client engagement process and provide excellent client advice. 
* Complex tax returns and financial statements for complex client groups, as well as work on tax matters 



including GST, CGT, FBT and Div7a. 
* You will build and engage a vibrant community of crypto traders with sounds knowledge and expertise. 
* Work with a diverse range of clients from industries such as tech, professional services, retail, HNWIs, 
to help them achieve their financial goals. 
* Be the point of contact for clients and hold regular face to face (or virtual) meetings. 
* Organise workflows and review work for your team. 
 
Skills & Experience 
 
* CA/CPA qualification or near completion. 
* Understanding of Blockchain architecture. 
*Knowledge of Business Drivers from Blockchain Implementation. 
* Passion for and understanding of the crypto market. 
* Ability to work independently and as part of a team. 
* Minimum 4 years Public Practice experience. 
* Strong analytical skills and superb attention to detail. 
* Australian/NZ permanent residency essential. 
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